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It is shown that a product of metric spaces has remote points if and only if it is noncompact. 
Within the proof, inlinitary combinatoric methods are developed and implemented to create an 
effective strategy for a two player game. Many new examples are given of nonpseudocompact 
products which have the property that the nonhomogeneity of the remainder can be demonstrated 
by an explicit pair of points 
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1. Introduction 
Fine and Gillman produced the seminal work [8] on remote points. Major 
advances in the subject of remote points were made, independently, by the paper 
of Chae and Smith [l] and the treatise of Van Douwen [3]. 
The principal theorem of this work extends the class of spaces known to possess 
remote points. The following problem had been posed informally by van Mill. If 
each factor of a nonpseudocompact product has a a-locally finite r-base, then must 
the product have remote points? Theorem 5.2 provides an affirmative answer. This 
result also unifies and extends previously disparate results concerning the existence 
of remote points [4,5, lo]. Although the principal theorem encompasses a broad 
class of spaces, it can be specifically applied to fill a gap that has existed within 
the literature. The gap resulted because several authors [3,4,5, 11, 141 had collec- 
tively shown that various powers of particular infinite discrete spaces have remote 
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points. Application of the main theorem of this paper easily yields the more general 
assertion that every noncompact product of discrete spaces must have remote points. 
Concerning the proof, the end result of the effective game strategy is the creation 
of remote linked systems. Surprisingly, such systems have been useful in forcing 
proofs involving large cardinals [6,7,15, 16,181. 
The explicit demonstration of the nonhomogeneity of the remainder can now be 
easily shown for a large class of nonpseudocompact spaces. These examples follow 
directly from Theorem 5.2 and from a previous result of Vermeer and Wattel [19]. 
2. Fundamental definitions 
All spaces considered will be assumed to be completely regular Hausdorff. 
2.1. Definition. For a space X, a point p E pX\X is remote if p .@ cl,,D for any 
nowhere dense subset D of X. 
2.2. Definition. A space with a a-locally finite r-base will be called a (T-T space. 
2.3. Definition. For a space X and n < w, a collection 9 of subsets of X is said to 
be n-linked if for any F,, . . . , F,, E 9, nOCiS,, Fi # 0. 
2.4. Definition. For a space X and 9 a collection of subsets of X, the collection 9 
is said to be remote if for each nowhere dense DC X, there exists an Fd E 9 such 
that D and F. are completely separated.’ 
Other general topological terminology not specifically defined elsewhere within 
this paper is standard and may be found in any of the texts [9], [20], or [21]. The 
terminology on filters is also standard and may be found in the monograph [2]. 
3. Fundamental tools 
The first theorem stated below may be most accurately attributed to Fine and 
Gillman [8]-although they did not cast it in such terminology. 
3.1. Theorem. For a space X, if 9 is a remote jilter base of closed subsets such that 
0 9 is empty, then X has remote points. 
The next lemma may well be termed a folk lemma. It is well known and has been 
used implicitly in [ 11. However, the authors found no specific statement of it in the 
literature, so it is recorded here for the sake of easy reference. 
’ Dow [4], in the context of closed subsets of normal spaces defined remote collections by only 
requiring that D and FD be disjoint. The definition given above is the generalization for the class of 
completely regular Hausdorff spaces. 
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3.2. Lemma. Let X be a space and let Y be a locally finite family of subsets of X. If 
for each V E z’, there exists a locallyjnite family 011, such thatfor each U E Qv, U c V, 
then 
021=I.J(%,: VEClr} 
is locally finite. 
A slightly different version of the next lemma appears in [lo]. The phrasing below 
is more appropriate to the current purpose. 
3.3. Lemma. Let X be a space, let D be a subset of X, and let (42 be a locally finite 
family of subsets of X. If for each U E OEl, 
(i) Un D=& and 
(ii) there exists Wo such that W, is completely separated from X\ U, then 
IJ{W,: U’EQ} 
is completely separated from D. 
Proof. See [lo]. 0 
The following theorem was used implicitly in [lo]. 
3.4. Theorem. Let X be a nonpseudocompact space, let 9 be the family of nowhere 
dense subsets of X, and let { V,: n < w} be a discrete family of nonempty open subsets 
of X. If for each DE 9 and for each n < w, there exists a locally finite family Q,,, 
such that 
(i) for each U E Qt,,, UC V,, and Un D=0, 
(ii) for each U E 011,,, there exists Wo such that W, is completely separated from 
X\U, and 
(iii) the family {U { Wo: U E %r,n}: D E 9} IS n-linked, then X has at least 2’ 
remote points. 
Proof. Let q E pw\w and let 
Sq= 
i 
u u cl,W,,: KEq,DE9 
IJt ?I,,,~ kt K 
It is easy to see that each such Sq is a filterbase with n 9q =fl. 
For each q E /3w\w, let 
T4 = (-) {cl&C FE Sq;,> c pX\X. 
Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 guarantee that for each DE 9, the set 
is completely separated from D. Hence, for each q E pw\w, T, consists entirely of 
remote points of X. 
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Standard arguments [ 1,3, lo] show that the cardinality of the set of remote points 
of X is at least 2’. 0 
4. Product notation and terminology 
For the remainder of the paper let X = HIit, Xi, where each Xi is a U-V space. 
For each i E I, and each n < w, let a( i, n) be a locally finite collection of nonempty 
open subsets of Xi such that U ,,,,CB(i, n) is a r-base for Xi, 93(i, 0) = {Xi} and 
B(i, n)C %(i, n+l). 
For any U = ni,, U, with Ui c Xi, let supp( U) = {i E I: U, # Xi}. For J c I, let 
prJ : X + ni,, Xi be the canonical projection, and let UJ = pr;l(pr,[ U]). For each 
n < w, let 




Let %=l,J,<, %Y,. If V is any nonempty open subset of X, let 
r)( V) = min{ n: there exists U E Te, with U c V}. 
For J c I, n < w, let %‘i = {U E %,: supp( U) c J}, and observe that if IJI < w, then 
the family %:i is locally finite. 
Let 9 be the family of nowhere dense subsets of X. 
5. General plan 
This section contains the principal theorem of this paper. 
5.1. Lemma. If V E % and n < o, then for each D E 9, there exists a locally jinite 
family QD, consisting of subsets of V, such that 
(i) for each U E 011,, UC Vand UnD=@, 
(ii) for each U E 021,, there exists W, such that W, is completely separated from 
x\u. 
(iii) {IJ { W,: U E “11,): DE 9} is n-linked. 
The proof of this lemma will be deferred until later, namely in Sections 6, 7, 8, 
9 and 10. 
Pending a proof of Lemma 5.1, the main theorem can now be stated and proved. 
5.2. Theorem. If X is nonpseudocompact, then X has at least 2’ remote points. 
Proof. Let {V,,: n < w} be a discrete family of nonempty open subsets of X. Without 
loss of generality, each such V,, may be chosen to be an element of %. 
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By Lemma 5.1, there exists, for each n <w and for each DE 9, a locally finite 
family %D,n such that 
(i) for each U E %D,n, UC V, and Un D=@, 
(ii) for each U E aD,,, there exists W, such that W, is completely separated 
from X\U, and 
(iii) the family {U { Wo: U E %o,n}: DE 9} is n-linked. 
Hence, X has at least 2’ remote points (Theorem 3.4).2 0 
5.3. Corollary. If X is nonpseudocompact and nowhere locally compact, then the 
remainder of X is not homogeneous because a remote point of X cannot be mapped 
onto a nonremote point of X by any automorphism of the remainder of X. 
Proof. Theorem 5.2 and [19]. q 
5.4. Corollary. A product of metric spaces has remote points if and only if it is 
noncompact. 
5.5. Corollary. Every noncompact product of discrete spaces has remote points. 
5.6. Remark. Corollary 5.5 answers a question posed explicitly in [ 121 and implicitly 
in [3]. 
6. The game context 
To begin the proof of Lemma 5.1, let N < w and let VE %. If DE 9, such that 
V n D = 0, then the family Qu may be chosen so that 021, = { V}. 
Otherwise the proof is completed by defining the game G,. Let %?I= 
{U E %‘: U c V}. Fix a function U + W, from W to Ce’ such that W, is completely 
separated from X\ U. 
For each D E 9, a game G, will be defined. The question of a winner or a loser 
of GD is irrelevant. It is only important to define, for each DE 9, a strategy S, 
such that if %” is the collection of all plays according to S, within the game GD, 
then 
(i) %JN = {IJ { Wo: U E Q,}: DE 9} will be N-linked, and 
(ii) QD will be locally finite. 
That %N be N-linked depends upon those ZZ c 9 such that 1 Z? = N. For any g c 9 
with 1 %I = N, it is sufficient if there exists an appropriate strategy on {E, , . . , EN} 
for some ordering of E’ [3,1]. 
’ The proof given here applies for any nonpseudocompact product X = n,,, X,, where for each i E I, 
X, is a g-r space. However, when I is merely countable, a much simpler proof may be given. If I is 
countable, then X is a v-g space [12] and has at least 2’ remote points [lo]. 
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The general outline of GD will be of a game consisting of N-rounds. There are 
two players to the game. In each round, each player plays. Because of the complexity 
of the game Gb, its definition is deferred until a simpler N-player game is defined. 
The definition of the too simple N-player game is merely a motivational tool to aid 
in the understanding of the more complex game Gb. 
7. The too simple N-player game 
Let %’ c 9, with 1 El = N. In each round, each player plays. 
Round 1. For each E E ‘8, choose LJk E %’ such that E n UL = 0. Let E, E 8 be 
chosen such that 
4 Wu:,) = min{q( W,:): E E W. 
Also, let W, = W,: . 
Suppose, for each j, 2~ js N, that E,, . . . , E,_, have been recursively defined 
such that {E, , . . . , -E_,} is well ordered and that W, , . . . , iV_, have been recursively 
defined with n,<,<j Wi f 0 and { Wi}o<i<j c %‘. 
Round j. For each E E 8, choose U: E %’ such that E n Ui = 0, and 
w,: n n Wi#O. 
’ O<irj 
Let E, E 8\{ ZYi: 0 < i < j} be chosen so that 
v( W,A~) =min{v( W,:): E E 8\{Ei: O< i<j}}. 
Let m, = T( W,:,). 
Pick some open Wj E C,,,, such that W, c W”;,, and nOcisj Wi # 0. Clearly, 
fXisN W f 0. 
If, for each DE 9, a set qD c %” is chosen so that in any instam ,f the too 
simple N-player game (i.e., for any DE E c 9), the player D may always pick its 
corresponding open set from al,, then {U { Wr,: U E “11,}: DE 9} will be N-linked. 
Now it is possible to obtain a set QD as in the too simple N-player game such that 
%, is locally finite. The too simple N-player game will be modified to a two-player 
game GD for each DE 9 so that it will be easier to demonstrate that %, can be 
locally finite. Let D be a fixed element of 9. Then 021, must be defined so that D 
will be able to play the too simple N-player game for each 8 c 9, with \81= N. 
In the ensuing definition of the game GD it is important to note the following. 
When it comes time for D to play in some too simple N-player game for some well 
ordered 8 c 9, the player D does not care which nowhere dense sets preceded D. 
The play of D is based solely upon the already determined open sets W, , W,, . . . . 
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8. The game G, 
For each DE 53, the game G, will be a two player modification of the game 
defined in Section 7. From the discussion given in Section 7, it will easily follow 
that an appropriate strategy for GD will yield an N-linked family. Within the game 
G,, the set D will be considered to be player 1. For convenience of notation, let 
w,,= v. 
Let i s j 4 N and suppose W,, . . . , Wi_, are given with nXC, Wi #0 and 
{WI,<, = %‘. 
Round j. Player 1 picks U, E Ce’ such that U, n D = 0, and W,, n n,cj W, # 0. Let 
m, = q( W,,). Player 2 picks Wj E %,,,, such that nil-, W, # 0. 
Let k < N, and let (U,, W, , . . , U,, W,) represent the legal moves made by both 
players through k rounds of the game G,. Suppose S, is a strategy for player 1 
for the game GD, where 
U=Sd(W,,..., WJJ), 
with UnD=(dand WunniskWi#0. 
For each D E 9, let quD be the collection of all U E %’ which are played by player 
1 in the game G, while using strategy S,. Then, for each U E QD, U n D = 0, and 
{u{W,: UE%,,}: DE%‘} 
is N-linked. 
It only remains to find a strategy SI, so that QD as defined above is locally finite. 
9. The recursive aspects of the strategy 
For any j < N, let the notation ( W, , . . . , Wj) represent any finite sequence of sets 
chosen from V such that n,c_isj W, # 0. For each such sequence a strategy 
S,(( W,, . . . , Wj)) shall be defined. This will be done irrespective of whether or not 
the sequence ( W, , . . . , Wj} could possibly represent a sequence of legal plays made 
through j rounds of the game G. 
Fix any well-ordering of %Y. The phrase “. . the first element of %’ . . .” is 
understood to be the least element of %” with respect to this well-ordering. 
Note that, because of the complexity of Definition 9.1, its presentation follows a 
somewhat unusual format. Within Definition 9.1, the subheadings 9.1.1-9.1.7 inter- 
vene as intermediate steps before Definition 9.1 is finally completed at the close of 
Section 9. 
9.1. Definition (Recursive definition of S, and of Ik, 1 s kc N). Let S,(4) be the 
first U E %? such that U n D = 0. Denote S,(4) by U, and let 7, = v( U,) and let 
I, = suPP( W”,). 
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Suppose that r < N and that for kc r < N, the following have been defined: 
U/C+, = S,(( W, *. . , Wk)) E V’, 
I k+l = lk+,(( w,, . . . , wk)), vktl = Tk + T( wU,+l) 
suchthatif v(W,n-*.nW,)~~,then 
(a) SUPP( W&+,) c Ik+l and irk+d < 64 
(b) WQ+,~ W,n.. *n wk#!d, 
(c) M(W,,..., wk)) = sD(( w?, (WI n w2)13,. . . , (WI n ’ ’ ’ n wk)“+‘)), 
(d) S,(( W,, . . . , W,)) c ( W, n. . . n Wk)“+‘. 
Note that the recursive assumption yields that U,, W,, I,, and 77, are all well 
defined. To complete the recursive definition, it is necessary to define U,,, and I,,, 
with the required properties. It is convenient to define the intermediate sets Ulp,, 
and I:+,. 
9.1.1. Definition. (Definition of Uf+, and I,“,, for 1 up <CO). Let It+, = I,. For 
1 sp < w, suppose that IF+, has been defined inductively. 
Let UF+, be the first U E (e’ such that U c ( W, n. . . n W,)“+l\ D. 
Let I:+:’ = supp( W”Y+,) u IF+,. 
Since this definition makes sense for all p, where 1 up < w, it is clear that U:;T’ 
and 1~~~’ are well defined. 
9.1.2. Remark. Note that the choice of Uf+, depends only on ( W, n - + . n W,)‘f+l\ D. 
Hence, it is clear that IPI: depends only on this same quantity. 
9.1.3. Definition. Let U,.,, = r/F;:’ 
9.1.4. Definition. Let 1,+1 = I:::‘. 
9.15 Remark. To complete the recursive definition of SD it is necessary to prove 
that Definitions 9.1.3 and 9.1.4 are sufficient to satisfy the requirements of the 
conditions (a)-(d) of Definition 9.1. Lemmas 9.1.6 and 9.1.7 and Remarks 9.1.8 and 
9.1.9 will be useful tools toward that goal. 
9.1.6. Lemma. If there exists j, where 1 <j G 77,. + 1, such that 
Z i+l _ r+l - zJ,+,, 
then for each j’ 2 j, 
I:;, = I!+, and U:,, = U’,,,. 
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Proof. The equality Zjzf = I!+,, for some j, implies that 
u i+, = ui ril rt1, 
and that 
SUPPC W,::;) = SUPPC WC,:+,) = I{+,. 
Therefore, for all j’sj, Zl;, = Z’;+,. Clearly then, for all j’z j, Ui>, = U’,,,. 0 
9.1.7. Lemma. Let 2 = W, n . . . n W,, where Isupp(Z)I s 7,. Then there exists some 
j, where 1 d j s 77, + 1, such that 
supp(2) n z::: = z’,+,. 
Proof. Suppose, for each j, where 1 s j s 7,. + 1, that 
(supp(Z) n ~‘,I:)\~‘l+l # 0. 
However, the inclusion Z:T: 3 I:,,, which holds for all j, then implies that 
Isupp(Z)I > 7,. This contradiction completes the proof. 0 





9.1.9. Remark. From Remark 9.1.2, it then follows that 
U’,Y+, = U:l, for all j’?j*. 
In particular, since j” G 7, + 1, U,,, = UJ,:,. 
With these preliminaries established, it is now easy to verify properties 9.1(a)-(d) 
for ZJ,+, and I,+, , thereby completing the recursive Definition 9.1. 
VeriJication of 9.1 (a)-(d) 
(a) Property (a) follows trivially from Definition 9.1.4. 
(c) Property (c) follows trivially from Definition 9.1.3 and from the definition of 
S,(( Wl , . . . , WA) = ur+, . 
(d) S,(( w, ) . . . ) W,)) = u,,, = lJy$;’ c Z’YZ’\D 
= Z”2z:\D (9.1.7 and 9.1.8) 
= Z’,+,\D c Z’,+I. 
(b) Note first that 
SUPP( w”r+,) = SUPP( WLJ:;:l) c CL’= L+, . 
Then note that W”,+, c U,,, c Z’r+l, where the last inclusion follows from the proof 
of (d) above. These two observations yield that W,,+, n Z is nonempty. 
The recursive definition of S,, which began in Definition 9.1, is now complete. 
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10. Defining a locally finite %D 
Notationally, the letters w or z shall often be used as variables representing 
sequences w=(W ,,..., W,) or z=(Z ,,.. . , Zi), respectively. Given a sequence w 
and a set W, let 
WV W=(W ,,..., wi, W), 
let 
/\w=w,n.-.nwi, 
and for j s i, let 
wIj=(W I,.‘., Wj). 
Also, let A 4 = V. 
10.1. Definition. Let W, ={( W’2((w))): WE %,,}, where q1 = (S,(4)). For each j, 
where 1 <j < N, let 
Wj = { w v W~+lcw” w): w E Wjml, WC A w and WE (e,,,,,}. 
For convenience of notation, let W0 = {g}. 
10.2. Definition. Let 021, = UOcjCN {S(w): w E Wj}. 
10.3. Lemma. Given (W,, . . . , WN_Jr where W, E %,,,, then 
(W:2,(WlnW,)‘-l ,..., (W,~-J.+.~W~-,)‘~)ECUT~. 
Proof. The proof is by induction. 0 
10.4. Remark. For each (WI,. . . , WN_J, there exists z E Wr,_, such that, for 0 <j < 
N, S,((W,,..., Wj)) = SD(z Ij). In fact, from Lemma 10.3 and Definition 9.1(c), it 
is easy to see that 
z =( W+, (W, n W,)&, . . . , ( W, n. . . n WN_,)‘N). 
10.5. Definition. Let r be such that 0 < r < N and let w E “ur,_, . Let 
Wi( w) = { W’!+l(“” w): WE Cq,,cw), W c A w, and w v W1!+lcw” w) E CMr,}. 
For k+l> 1, let 
WF”( W) = WF( W) ” ((2: 2 E VT,,, z’:+l(wvw) = wI:+,(wvw), 
supp(Z) c r;::( w v W)}: w’,+lCw” W)E w;(w)). 
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10.6. Lemma. The families dejined in Definition 10.5 are locally$nite. 
Proof. The proof is by induction. It is important to observe that %‘Ly is locally 
finite and that for each 2 of Definition 10.5, 2~ W’k+l. With these observations 
and Lemma 3.2, it is easy to construct a proof. 0 
10.7. Definition. For r, where 0 < r < N and w E ~JV”_, , let 
w~(w)={wl’+J~“w): WE (e,,,,.,, WC A w, WV w’“+lCwvw)E ?Vr}. 
10.8. Lemma. The families defined in Definition 10.7 are locally jinite. 
Proof. The statement follows from Lemma 10.6 and the observation that 
“ur,( w) = ?Vw^:r+2( w). q 
10.9. Lemma. For each r, where 0 < r < N, ?kr = { A w: w E WV} is locally jinite. 
Proof. The proof follows from Lemmas 3.2, 10.8, and an induction argument. q 
10.10. Lemma. The family Qu, as dejined in Definition 10.2, is locally jinite. 
Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of Properties 9.1(c) and (d), Remark 10.4, 
and Lemma 10.9. 0 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.1. 
11. Postscript 
For a collection of spaces {Y,: a E A} and for any subset A’ of A, let Y,,, indicate 
the partial product formed by taking the product over only those indices contained 
in A’. In that spirit, YA will represent the full product. 
A crucial element of the proof of the main theorem was that for each finite subset 
I’ of I, there existed an n-linked remote family of closed subsets of X,,. Naturally, 
the question arises, is that sufficient to insure the existence of remote points? More 
specifically, if for each finite A’ subset of A, the partial product Ya, is a normal 
G-space [l], and the full product YA is nonpseudocompact, must Y,, have remote 
points? The following example [5] provides a negative answer. 
11.1. Example. Let Y0 be a countably infinite discrete space. For each j, where 
0 <j < w, let Y, be the one point compactification of the discrete space w2. Then 
for each finite subset F of w, the partial product YF is a normal G-space [l, 131. 
However, the full product Y taken over all indices j, where 0s j < w, is a 
nonpseudocompact space with no remote points [5]. 
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The following question is left unresolved by this work. 
11.2. Question [14]. Must all nonpseudocompact G-spaces have remote points? 
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